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Credit and Spreads 

Markets fretted about the US reigniting trade wars, sending credit spreads wider. 

Curiously, Australian spreads were much wider despite a rising stockmarket and flat physical 

credit. European spreads have continued widening from particularly overbought levels 

earlier in the year.  

Credit Indices 30 June 18 31 May 18 30 June 17 

iTraxx Australia 5 Yr CDS 81bp 70bp 84bp 

iTraxx European 5 Yr CDS 73bp 70bp 56bp 

CDX IG North American 5 Yr CDS 68bp 67bp 61bp 

CDX HY North American 5 Yr CDS 361bp 353bp 339bp 

Bank FRNs were also wider, but much less than in derivatives markets. Broad Australian 

credit was roughly flat. However, a new issue showed the market clearing level for 

subordinated debt was considerable wider than previous marks.  

 

High yield bond spreads widened marginally, from +364bp to +371bp, (BoA Merrill Lynch 

HY Index, option-adjusted), having briefly tested post-GFC tights.  
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Bonds and Interest Rate Outlook 

Bonds rallied each time the Trump Administration ramped up tariff rhetoric. A 

confrontational G7 Summit saw renewed threats to trading partners including China, Europe 

and Canada, with countermeasures proposed.  

Are tariffs inflationary or deflationary? In the short term, tariffs increase consumer prices 

and push up the current CPI. Longer-term, the 1930s showed that a full-blown trade war can 

be extremely deflationary.  

Having hit a five-year high of 3.11% mid-May in the euphoria of an apparent trade truce 

with China (contradicted just two days later), US 10 year bonds closed out June little 

changed at 2.86%.  

Italian bonds firmed after an election compromise resolved their political crisis, but 

emerging markets bonds generally traded poorly along with their currencies. The Indian 10-

year traded above 8%, having been under 6½% a year earlier.  

Australian 10-year bond was also little changed at 2.63% (-4bp). Australian bonds continue 

to trade inside US yields, and the gap has widened in June. 

 
The US Federal Reserve increased rates by 25bp in June – not only shrugging off emerging 

market weakness but actually lifting their guidance for 2018 to 4x25bp rate hikes.  

Q1 US GDP was revised down to +2.0%, in a poor quality result that had even Alan 

Greenspan criticising the seasonal adjustments. Q2 is expected to be far stronger, with the 

Atlanta Fed continuing to project over 4.5% p.a. 
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Slowing property prices and concerns about trade and emerging market contagion saw the 

RBA using relatively mild language. Nothing suggested a deviation from its slow cycle stance.  

Markets were unmoved, with apparent predictability in the interest rate outlook.  

 

Three months BBSW was around 2.1% ahead of July meeting.  
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Term Deposits 

Across the short-end of the curve, deposit margins squeezed by high swap rates:  

     

At the longer end, swap rates were mixed but deposit margins were higher, primarily 

contributed by higher rates offered by AMP: 
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Major Bank Bonds and FRNs  

Investment-grade credit had a flat month in June, struggling to regain a positive trend since 

February: 

 

Major bank spreads widened again, with high accrual rates through to mid-life: 

 

New issues have continued to pay well above their curves. 
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Repeating our previous detailed modelling: In this analysis we use a hurdle of BBSW+95bp, 

based notionally on the margins that can be achieved from 1 year T/Ds: 

 

[The top line is simply a “hold to maturity” scenario, i.e. a sale with 0 years remaining, and 

therefore simply shows the running yield.] 

No one point stands out – IRRs are high holding new issues for anything up to 3 years. 

The Breakeven measure examines how much widening can be supported and still break 

even to benchmark in 12 months.  

For example, a 5-year security purchased at +93bp could be marked 38% wider than 

today’s 4-year (at +118bp, vs the current +85bp for a 4-year security) in a year’s time, with 

the excess income offset by -93bp of capital loss.  

A new issue would likely command mid-90s including the usual premium. 

Recently banks have tended to come to market indicating a substantial premium to 

generate buying interest, and then price inside the guidance range. This is largely cosmetic, 

and still results in a more normal premium.  

The Royal Commission continues to weigh on banks, as well as now clear falls in east coast 

property (although currently extremely small and nowhere near even the mildest stress test 

scenarios.)  
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Domestic ‘Crossover’ Rated Banks 

Previously described as the A- banks, this is now the Bendigo / BoQ pair that has “split” 

ratings (A range at Moody’s, and BBB range at S&P).  

Spreads are again wider across the curve.  

A spread to major banks of ~30bp across the board is reasonable, especially with majors 

looking somewhat cheap. 

Again, a very broad high accrual period appears until 2 years out from maturity – relevant 

to investors either facing BBB Policy issues, it is only in the last year that accrual rates drop 

away.  

In the 120 area, with opportunities to gross that up from trading, investors may well look 

at these banks as the highest return potential, rather than illiquid placements at higher 

headline yield. 

The two year outlook (ignoring new issue premium and trading costs) is for up to +155bp. 

The yield uplift is relatively similar whether on a buy-and-hold basis, or explicitly seeking 

trading, at around +30bp.  

 

Breakeven levels show comparable resilience against spread widening as the AA banks 

this month (at the new issue level), in the high 30s.  
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The premium to AA range historically low (post-GFC) and normally-shaped: 

 

Other Banks – Senior 

Deutsche Bank shares hit a new record low.  

Bank of China’s 2019 was 2bp wider at +78bp; the April 2022s finished 1bp wider at +114bp 

– holding up well in a generally weaker credit market. The Chinese bank shakeout (we 

would not call it a “crisis”) has officially begun. Regulators instructed banks to treat 90-day 

overdue loans as NPLs, overturning “amend, extend and pretend.” Guiyang Rural Bank’s 

NPLs promptly quadrupled, reducing their CapAd ratio from 11.8% to under 1% (vs the 

minimum 8%). There will be other similar stories – but the People’s Bank has effectively 

unlimited resources for containing any failures to bank shareholders. The market is pricing 

major banks accordingly, as “too big to fail” with no disorderly banking crisis.  

Credit Suisse’s most recent issued notes were also weaker. They traded wider at +87bp, or 

around $102.75 clean.  
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Sub Debt 

The highlight of the month was a new issue 30bp wider than previous marks. The two have 

to converge, either by large losses in existing securities, or by monetising a disproportionate 

new issue profit to supporters of this round.  

 

We are sellers of older sub-debt, which are comparable to some T/D margins or less. It 

does not feel that investors are adequately rewarded for owning what is explicitly a “bail 

in” instrument intended to be lost in a crisis.  

WBCHA was called on schedule last year, leaving WBCHB as the legacy listed sub-debt. It 

finished at +315bp for the month, 46bp wider than May and looking very cheap for 

investors prepared to use it as a short-term trade (and of course able to):  
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It is likely to trade in modest volumes and require patient accumulation, but represents 

excellent value around par (clean). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disclaimer  

The information provided in this document is meant for the general interests of clients of CPG Research & 

Advisory only and does not constitute a recommendation or an offer to invest. This document does not take 

into account the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any particular investor. Before 

making an investment decision or acting on any of the information or recommendations contained in this 

report, the investor should consider whether such recommendation is appropriate given the investor’s 

particular investment needs, objectives and financial circumstances. We recommend you consult your CPG 

Research & Advisory advisor for advice that addresses your specific needs and situation before making 

investment decisions. All information and recommendations expressed herein constitute judgements as of the 

date of this report and may change without notice. It utilises third party information – while we make every 

effort to validate it, we do not guarantee its accuracy. Staff or associates may have direct or indirect positions 

in the securities mentioned, which can change without notice.  


